Business Requirement Specifications
for Nomination (NOM)

Consultation Questions

Introduction
As a result from the stakeholders’ consultation process, the draft NC on interoperability and data exchange rules proposes that ENTSOG should have the task of preparing common network operation tools (CNOTs) wherever data exchange requirements are identified within the developed network codes. For each identified data exchange requirement, the CNOTs will include a business requirement specification (BRS) and a technical implementation guideline (IG).

ENTSOG welcomes all stakeholders’ feedback on the proposed BRS Nominations document (add link to the document here) arising from Balancing Network Code as well as Interoperability & Data Exchange Network Code during the consultation period. Stakeholders are asked to please respond to the following questions via an online response form by 5.00pm (CET) on Friday, than 14 March 2014.

If you have any additional question or comment, or any technical difficulty in completing the online response form, please contact Monika Kaldonek monika.kaldonek@entsog.eu or Jef De Keyser jef.dekeyser@entsog.eu.
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Consultation Questions

1. Do you agree with the proposed BRS for nomination and matching process? If not please explain why and propose any improvements.

2. Do you agree with the proposed Information model requirements for nominations and matching process? If not please explain why and propose any improvements.